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Convinced that social media is directly harming children, policymakers have started to introduce legislation that requires technology companies to be safe by design through “duty of care” provisions. Unlike regulations that focus on product safety, these bills incorporate technosolutionist logics into regulation by presuming that technology companies can remedy complex harms like mental health duress and bullying if their products were only designed better. In this paper, we unpack the theory of change at the center of the “duty of care” included in the “Kids Online Safety Act” (KOSA). We argue that techno-legal solutionism is both ineffective as a framework and, in the case of KOSA, potentially harmful to the young people it purports to help.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the 1990s, the US Congress has experimented with different theories of change when introducing federal legislation that is concerned with children’s online safety and privacy. The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA) requires technology platforms to seek parental permission before collecting data about children under the age of 13. This law attempted to regulate access with an eye towards enabling parental control. While many companies responded to COPPA by stating that their service is only for people over the age of 13 and requiring users to indicate their age upon signup, parents have consistently helped their children lie about their age [boyd et al. 2011]. Two other laws passed in the same time period – the Communications Decency Act (CDA) of 1998 and the Child Online Protection Act (COPA) of 1998 – focused more explicitly on regulating content, but they were legally challenged on First Amendment grounds and, except for Section 230 of the CDA, were declared unconstitutional or never enacted. In 2006, Congress attempted to restrict what websites children could access in schools and libraries with the Deleting Online Predators Act, but this effort was challenged by educators and librarians and the bill was not advanced [American Library Association 2006; Kribble 2008].

In 2021, former Facebook employee Frances Haugen leaked confidential documents to the Wall Street Journal. While these documents included a range of claims about malfeasance at Facebook, the most controversial revelations centered on the impact of social media use on teenage girls’ mental health [Wells et al. 2021]. Set within the context of Haugen’s claims and the “techlash” [Knight Foundation and Gallup 2020] that followed the 2016 US election, in 2022 policymakers began introducing another wave of kids’ online safety bills.
The United Kingdom (UK) led the way. In 2021 the UK introduced the Age-Appropriate Design Code, a statutory code of practice defining standards for the design of online services likely to be accessed by children. With the Online Safety Act of 2023, the UK also passed a law to protect children through a “duty of care” provision, which introduced a novel theory of intervention in this space. In short, the reasoning behind a “duty of care” provision is: if the design of social media is causing harm to children, then the design of social media must be regulated to prevent negative outcomes. This rationale has subsequently been taken up by proposals in the US, where the legal frameworks around privacy, speech, and parental rights are significantly different than in the UK. At the same time, this approach raises new questions about the validity of this theory of change and the efficacy of such an approach.

At the federal level in the US, this theory coalesced into the “Kids Online Safety Act” (KOSA), a bipartisan bill first introduced in February 2022 by Senators Richard Blumenthal and Marsha Blackburn. KOSA includes a “duty of care” framework that would require social media platforms to design their systems to prevent or mitigate a range of ambiguously defined social harms, including the “mental health disorders of a minor.” In 2023, after being re-introduced, KOSA began to gain traction, obtaining bipartisan support in a polarized Congress.

Both KOSA and many of the latest online safety bills take a media effects orientation in defining the problem and a technosolutionist orientation when calling to fix social ills by regulating the design of social media systems. Supporters tend to point to other examples where young people are restricted from consuming (addictive) substances, accessing (harmful) content, and engaging in certain (risky) activities to argue that social media is addictive, harmful, and risky. For example, they highlight how the US protects children “from drinking, from smoking, from driving. They can’t drive when they’re 12” [Lima-Strong 2023]. In defending regulations to influence the design of social media, advocates also point to the history of consumer product safety, such as regulations that require automobile manufacturers to implement seatbelts while separately requiring consumers to use them. “If this was childhood cancer or childhood car accidents, or if we had seen these significant changes anywhere else,” Utah’s governor Spencer Cox told the New York Times, “we would all be losing our minds about this” [Coaston 2023].

Indeed, KOSA includes some design requirements that are equivalent to those in the consumer product safety space, such as imposing certain design features (e.g., limit the automatic playing of media for minors). However, KOSA’s duty of care provision is different. It holds companies liable for failing to take reasonable measures to prevent or mitigate complex harms that experts have been trying to address for decades with mixed success, such as bullying and depression. Rooted in this framework is a media effects theory that unhealthy social dynamics and experiences are a direct outcome of and can be prevented by design decisions, rather than being shaped by and co-constructed alongside them. Moreover, this approach presupposes that it is possible to measure the efficacy of implementing such design interventions vis-à-vis complex social dynamics.

In this paper, we argue that KOSA’s duty of care is rooted in a deterministic theory that we label “techno-legal solutionism.” When the law demands technosolutionism, it sets up a configuration that is unrealizable at best and, in some cases, explicitly harmful to the very population that needs protection. In order to unpack our theory of “techno-legal solutionism,” we analyze the “duty of care” provision of the Kids Online Safety Act (KOSA) to show how and why this approach will fail to achieve its stated goals. This is not to say that regulating the design of consumer products is not important and cannot play an important role in creating a healthier sociotechnical world. However, to achieve these lofty goals, regulations of design need to adhere closely to causality and be attentive to agency and structural arrangements, something that KOSA’s duty of care fails to do. As technological fixes usually do, KOSA’s duty of care ignores the complexity of the relationship between social media platforms and youth mental health, disregards uncertain effects of technology, naively assumes that engineering can rise above politics, and reinforces Big Tech’s technosolutionist
orientation while undermining ecological approaches. Efforts to drive design through moral panics and flawed deterministic logics can easily trigger a host of unintended consequences. When it comes to kids' safety, these consequences tend to be most acutely felt by those who are most vulnerable.

2 BACKGROUND

To analyze the proposed design-forward solution that we label techno-legal solutionism, we begin by shedding light on a range of intellectual lineages that ground our analysis. In this section, we briefly describe four intellectual frameworks that underly contemporary visions of requiring design interventions as a solution to addressing the perceived well-being problem of young people’s use of social media.

2.1 Duty of care

Within the Western legal tradition, the notion of “duty of care” refers to the idea that individuals have a responsibility to take reasonable measures to avoid careless acts that could cause harm to others. The figure is present both in fiduciary and in tort law [Rhee 2013; Velasco 2014]. In both cases, the standard of care is objective: it isn’t concerned with the duty holder’s intent or capability, but rather “whether she succeeded in exercising the prudence that an ordinarily prudent person would have exercised under the circumstances” [Goldberg 2019].

Nevertheless, there are at least two ways in which fiduciary duties of care tend to be distinct from tort duties of care. First, unlike tort duties of care, fiduciary duties of care usually come along with a duty of loyalty (trustee’s duty to act “in the best interest of the beneficiaries” and to refrain from self-dealing [Sitkoff 2019]) and a duty of confidentiality (trustee’s duty to guard “the secrecy of information provided” [Whitt 2019]). Second, tort and fiduciary duties of care also differ in “the consequences, if any, that must flow from carelessness in order for a legal wrong to be committed, and for liability to attach” [Goldberg 2019]. A breach of fiduciary duties of care on its own can in many cases generate liability, without the existence of a resulting injury or harm [Goldberg 2019]. In contrast, since the common law negligence tort – where the tort duty of care is considered – is an injury-inclusive wrong, a plaintiff claiming the existence of a legal wrong should prove the existence of a duty, breach, a harm or injury, and a relation of causality (both cause in fact and proximate cause) [Berman and Bracci 2022].

Tort duties of care play a significant role in product liability cases where negligence is the basis for the complaint. According to American courts, “in the design, manufacture, and marketing of products, manufacturers have a duty of reasonable care to protect foreseeable victims from foreseeable risks of harm” [Owen 2022]. Fiduciary duties of care (and loyalty), in turn, have become relevant in recent years in the context of digital platforms. Various legal scholars have proposed that online service providers should be required to abide – in varying flexible levels – by fiduciary duties of care, confidentiality, and especially loyalty, with regard to their end users [Balkin 2020; Hartzog and Richards 2022a; Zittrain 2018]. And proposed bills in the US and abroad, such as the Data Care Act (2018), the Consumer Online Privacy Rights Act (2019), the American Data Privacy and Protection Act (2022), and the UK Online Safety Act (2023), have already attempted to include all or some of these types of duties [Hartzog and Richards 2022b].

In the version of KOSA that was introduced in Congress in May 2023, Section 3 began by requiring covered platforms to act “in the best interests of a user that the platform knows or reasonably should know is a minor.” The inclusion of this defining element of a duty of loyalty – in addition to the framework of digital platforms regulation within which this bill was proposed – initially led us to infer that the duty of care that followed was closer to a fiduciary duty of care than to a tort law one. However, in the version of KOSA reported to the Senate on December 13, 2023, the duty of loyalty has been removed. Considering this, along with the Section’s emphasis on harm prevention, we believe we may be facing a standard
of care for tort law, which violation might eventually prove negligence *per se* (if a court determines that “the statutory violation causes the type of harm the statute was intended to avoid, to a person within the class of persons the statute was intended to protect” [Dobbs et al. 2016]). It is important to note, though, that “although the legislature can and sometimes does create a duty of care to a new class of injured persons, the mere fact that a statute defines due care does not in and of itself create a duty enforceable by tort law” [Seventh Circuit. 2004].

In any case, in both possible scenarios the existence of a duty of care assumes a certain relationship in which one party has the power to harm others. However, in the case of children on social media sites, the origin of the harm to youth mental health is not clear cut: it may be the site itself, the users of the site, or a combination of both.

2.2 Technological determinism

The field of science and technology studies (STS) frequently explores the multiple ways in which policymakers, civil society organizations, industry representatives, journalists, and other stakeholders tend to treat technology qualities as either the cause of social outcomes or the solution to social problems [Wyatt 2023].

In 1967, physicist Alvin Weinberg posited that technology could provide shortcuts (“technological fixes”) to circumvent or reduce social problems to less formidable proportions [Weinberg 1967]. This framing both animated technology designers and triggered ire from critics who rejected the solutionist orientation entirely [Burns and Studer 1975; Oelschlaeger 1979]. Indeed, critics pejoratively labeled this orientation as “technological determinism,” lambasting approaches where “technology is conceptualized as an external agent that acts upon and changes society” [Baym 2015]. A subset took it one step further by describing the fantasy of a technological fix with a deterministic orientation: “technological solutionism” [Morozov 2013]. Technological solutionism describes a theory of change that posits that a social problem can be “solved” deterministically by a technological design. While the field of STS views technological solutionism as a fatally flawed orientation, technologists have doubled down on the technological fix, reclaiming this identity as “ techno-optimism” [Andreessen 2023].

Social shaping theorists have made it clear that, even though technologies can influence outcomes by offering certain design possibilities and constraints – also referred to as affordances [Gaver 1991; Gibson 1997] – they cannot determine them. As Donald MacKenzie and Judy Wajcman explain in the introductory essay of their book *The Social Shaping of Technology*, “[a]s a simple cause-and-effect theory of historical change, technological determinism is at best an oversimplification. Changing technology will always be only one factor among many others: political, economic, cultural and so on.” [MacKenzie and Wajcman 2011]. Thus, even though it is true that technologies are not neutral [Latour 1988; Winner 1980], it is also true that their impact on society can vary, depending on the contexts where they are received and the practices and social arrangements that form around the artifacts [Lievrouw 2006].

2.3 Values in Design

The fields of informatics and human-computer interaction (HCI) have grappled with the intersection of ethics, values, and design [Centivany 2016; Shilton 2015]. Bringing ideas from philosophy and STS to the fore, Helen Nissenbaum began pushing technologists to orient around “values in design” starting in the 1990s [Nissenbaum 1998]. In parallel, Batya Friedman and her collaborators created “value sensitive design” as a methodology, arguing that both “moral and technical imagination can be brought to bear on the design of technology” [Friedman and Hendry 2019]. These design approaches often invited user participation to address issues like privacy and informed consent [Iversen et al. 2010].

Over time, values-in-design adherents began highlighting how practice and design can have complex interdependencies – “knots” – with policy [Jackson et al. 2014]. Meanwhile, legal scholars started turning to design as a site of potential
intervention. In building a framework for “lex informatica,” Joel Reidenberg argued that design choices impose rules on technical systems that can be just as effective as legal requirements [Reidenberg 1998]. Lawrence Lessig popularized this notion, building on it to argue that four forces – law, markets, social norms, and architecture (or code) – all play a configuring role in shaping the outcome of a piece of technology [Lessig 1999]. In the early 2010s, the “Privacy By Design” (PBD) framework was articulated by former Information and Privacy Commissioner for Ontario, Canada, Ann Cavoukian [Cavoukian 2010], followed by subsequent calls for PBD by other regulators [Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 2012; The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union 2016]. Since then, other legal scholars have argued about the importance of “shaping code” and “technology-forcing regulation” [Kesan and Shah 2005; Madison 2017], while researchers who do privacy work in HCI, design, and legal communities suggest to bring the breadth of HCI design approaches into PBD [Wong and Mulligan 2019].

While “values in design” advocates believe that both design and policy interventions play a role in shaping sociotechnical practices and outcomes, they do not make deterministic arguments. However, their social constructivist orientation is often overlooked and misinterpreted by technosolutionists.

2.4 Youth, Media, and Moral Panics

Since the creation of the term “adolescence” in the late 19th century, experts have attempted to differentiate those in the stage between childhood and adulthood [Hine 1999]. The first wave of explanations centered on biological versus cultural causes of adolescent behavior [Hall 1904; Mead 1950]. Anxieties about the moral well-being of teenagers began to take hold; these were labeled “moral panics” [Cohen 2011]. By the mid-20th century, new forms of media – from rock ‘n roll to comic books to television – were blamed for problems with youth [Springhall 1998]. This gave rise to a theory of “media effects” which claimed that young people’s problems are caused by their interactions with media [Gauntlett 1995; Livingstone 1996], which reemerged as a new moral panic in the 1990s when teenagers started accessing the internet. As David Buckingham notes, “[t]hese arguments often involve a form of scapegoating. Like television, the computer becomes a convenient bad object, onto which we can displace a whole range of worries and frustrations” [Buckingham 2006].

Early biological explanations for youth behavior have also shapeshifted over the century, integrating neurological ideas and hormonal theories into a framework of cognitive deprivation, which suggested that young people are cognitively vulnerable until they are in their mid-20s [Johnson et al. 2009]. Cultural theorists reject this deprivation frame, arguing that depriving young people of power until their brains develop prevents their maturation [Corsaro 2015; Qvortrup 2014]. At the same time, new psychological theories have emerged. For example, psychologists started approaching child development through an ecological theory, positing that many factors helped shape young people’s development [Bronfenbrenner 1981].

Divergent ways of understanding young people shape educational pedagogy, policymaking, mental health, and parenting. They also shape how parents, teachers, and scholars see the intersection of technology and young people’s behavior and experiences. No youth expert denies national surveys that show that sizable numbers of young people are struggling with depression, anxiety, or other mental health issues. Where disagreements emerge are around what the root causes of these challenges are and what the role of technology is. For some, technology is the cause of young people’s problems; for others, it’s the symptom. For example, psychologists like Jean Twenge and Jonathan Haidt [Haidt 2024; Twenge 2017; Twenge 2023a] are adamant that social media and mobile phones are directly causing harm to young people. Conversely, technology studies scholar danah boyd argues that social media renders young people’s struggles visible to broader audiences [boyd 2014].
3 KOSA’S DUTY OF CARE

While there are many design-based provisions in the Kids Online Safety Act (KOSA), for the purposes of this paper we want to center our analysis on its Section 3 — the “duty of care” provision. The language in the Act, as reported to the Senate on December 13, 2023, is as follows:

“SEC. 3. DUTY OF CARE.
(a) Prevention Of Harm To Minors.—A covered platform shall take reasonable measures in the design and operation of any product, service, or feature that the covered platform knows is used by minors to prevent and mitigate the following harms to minors:
(1) Consistent with evidence-informed medical information, the following mental health disorders: anxiety, depression, eating disorders, substance use disorders, and suicidal behaviors.
(2) Patterns of use that indicate or encourage addiction-like behaviors.
(3) Physical violence, online bullying, and harassment of the minor.
(4) Sexual exploitation and abuse.
(5) Promotion and marketing of narcotic drugs (as defined in section 102 of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 802)), tobacco products, gambling, or alcohol.
(6) Predatory, unfair, or deceptive marketing practices, or other financial harms.
(b) Limitation.—Nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed to require a covered platform to prevent or preclude—
(1) any minor from deliberately and independently searching for, or specifically requesting, content; or
(2) the covered platform or individuals on the platform from providing resources for the prevention or mitigation of the harms described in subsection (a), including evidence-informed information and clinical resources.”
[Blumenthal 2023]

What is implicit in this Section are presumptions that “platforms” directly harm young people and that a technological fix is possible. Before we turn to analyze how these logics are unfolding — and where they are flawed — we must first analyze the actual language policymakers use.

Notably, the authors of this bill do not explicitly reference types of content (the target of earlier bills). Instead, they focus on conduct (reasonable measures in the design and operation of any product, service, or feature) and outcomes (prevention or mitigation of a list of harms). Thus, at first glance, it appears that Section 3’s language was influenced by the “safety duties protecting children” included in the UK’s Online Safety Act (OSA), which require providers of user-to-user services and providers of search services to “take or use proportionate measures relating to the design or operation of the service,” to effectively mitigate and manage the risks of harms identified in the most recent children’s risk assessment of the service [UK Parliament 2023].

However, OSA’s duty of care differs from the one proposed in KOSA in at least three ways. First, OSA does not include a list of social harms, rather leaving it up to the services to identify them through their children’s risk assessment. Second, OSA is more specific than KOSA about the possible measures relating to the design or operation of the service, providing a list of areas in which those measures can take place (including regulatory compliance and risk management arrangements, design of functionalities, algorithms, and other features, and staff policies and practices). Finally, OSA was discussed and passed in a country where the legal framework governing free speech differs significantly from that developed around the US’s First Amendment. Therefore, more than a copy, KOSA’s Section 3 may be considered a watered-down version of OSA’s proposed duty of care.
KOSA’s duty of care can also be distinguished from other “duties of care” invoked in other proposed US bills. Senator Brian Schatz’s proposed Data Care Act, for example, establishes a duty of care that requires online service providers to “(A) reasonably secure individual identifying data from unauthorized access; and (B) (…), promptly inform an end user of any breach of the duty (…) with respect to sensitive data of that end user” [Schatz 2021]. KOSA’s duty of care stands in stark contrast to this example, because KOSA has no clear measurable outcome, let alone a known framework for achieving such. Unlike unauthorized access, which is contained in the system, harms such as anxiety or depression are complex social and psychological problems, whose occurrence is external to the system, hard to measure, and challenging to address.

The duty of care contained in KOSA’s Section 3 is also significantly different from explicit design requirements included in other sections of KOSA (e.g., Section 4) and in bills like Senator Markey’s Kids Internet Design and Safety Act (KIDS Act). Unlike Section 3, Section 4 of KOSA (“Safeguards for minors”) explicitly requires platforms to limit the automatic playing of media for minors and restrict the sharing of their location with other platform users. Likewise, Section 4 of the proposed KIDS Act prohibits covered platforms to nudge individuals under the age of 16 not actively using the platform to engage with it, and to display them the quantity of positive engagement or feedback received by them from other users [Markey 2021]. This type of explicit design requirements (also popularly referred to as “age-appropriate design requirements”) shares important characteristics with the consumer product safety frameworks alluded to by proponents of online safety bills, where specific design features are imposed (e.g., visible warnings in tobacco packages; integral lap and shoulder seatbelts in vehicles), and certain others are prohibited (e.g. ban of tobacco brand sponsorship of sports events) in order to protect public health and safety.

KOSA’s duty of care is different from these explicit design requirements and consumer product safety frameworks in at least two ways. First, except for § 3(a)(5) – the restriction on advertising certain products – Section 3 does not state the specific design requirements that should be avoided or implemented. Instead, it focuses on outcomes. This would be akin to requiring car manufacturers to ensure that drivers are never distracted by third parties and that all accidents are avoided rather than requiring them to implement seatbelts.

Second, in contrast to Section 4 of the proposed KIDS Act and to the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act – which grant authority to the FTC and the FDA, respectively, to regulate those explicit design requirements and prohibitions –, KOSA’s duty of care provision does not authorize an agency to promulgate rules in accordance with 5 U.S. Code § 553 to implement this section. Instead, KOSA mandates the FTC to issue non-binding guidance (see: 10(a)(d)) regarding issues that, although related, are not explicitly focused on defining what the law understands by “reasonable measures in the design and operation of any product, service, or feature.” For this specific purpose, in turn, it orders the Secretary of Commerce to establish and convene the Kids Online Safety Council, which among other tasks, will be in charge of recommending measures and methods for assessing, preventing, and mitigating harms to minors online. Until this council starts to recommend measures, it will be up to the social media platforms and the Attorneys General to determine what those measures should look like.

4 FRAMING THE PROBLEM

In analyzing the rhetoric that policymakers put forward to explain the need for this bill, we have concluded that the logic shaping this debate is the following: Social media platforms are the direct (and primary) cause of various problems that youth face; fixing technology’s design is the solution. Furthermore, policymakers believe it is incumbent on them to force technology companies to design their systems in a certain way because they lack the incentives to do so themselves. In unpacking these logics, we want to examine how policymakers frame their thinking.
4.1 Social media is to blame

At a congressional hearing convened in September 2021, Senator Richard Blumenthal – who would later become one of the co-sponsors of KOSA – asserted: “Facebook knows the destructive consequences that Instagram’s design and algorithms are having on our young people and our society, but it has routinely prioritized its own rapid growth over basic safety for our children” [Lima-Strong 2021]. When announcing the re-introduction of KOSA in May 2023, Senator Blumenthal and his co-sponsor Senator Marsha Blackburn appeared to be certain about the existence of a causal relationship between the design of social media platforms and social harms: “As Congressional hearings, media reports, academic research, and heartbreaking stories from families have repeatedly shown, online platforms can have a harmful effect on children and teens: fostering body image issues, creating addictive use, promoting products that are dangerous for young audiences, and fueling bullying and other destructive behaviors” [Blumenthal and Blackburn 2023].

In building their claims, policymakers turn to government agencies for data. In February 2023, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published a report showcasing the rise of mental health crises, referencing social media as a site where harms might happen [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2023]. A few months later, in May 2023, the U.S. Surgeon General issued an Advisory on Social Media and Youth Mental Health. The Advisory offers a range of evidence concerning the impacts of social media on young people, both positive and negative, before concluding with, “the current body of evidence indicates that while social media may have benefits for some children and adolescents, there are ample indicators that social media can also have a profound risk of harm to the mental health and well-being of children and adolescents. At this time, we do not yet have enough evidence to determine if social media is sufficiently safe for children and adolescents” [U.S. Surgeon General 2023]. Notably, even though reports like this do not make conclusive causal claims, they do shift the terms of the discussion away from questioning whether social media is conclusively harmful to whether it is conclusively safe.

Although analyses of research tend to be more nuanced, causal media effects claims are widespread in public discourse. Frances Haugen, the whistleblower who revealed internal survey research where young Instagram users claimed that social media was bad for their mental health, has herself testified to Congress that she believes that “Facebook’s products harm children” [Haugen 2021]. Civil society organizations also reinforce causal claims. The Center for Digital Democracy, for instance, has argued that “social media platforms have exacerbated the mental health crisis among children and teens fostering body image issues, creating addiction-like use, promoting products that are dangerous for young audiences, and fueling destructive bullying” [Center For Digital Democracy 2023]. Similarly, Common Sense Media contends that social media companies should be held liable “for causing children to die from fentanyl overdoses, choking challenges, and suicide, to develop eating disorders, and to become addicted to social media” [Common Sense Media 2023].

4.2 Technology as the site of fix

Policymakers not only argue that social media platforms are the site of the problem; they also frame technology as the site of the fix. As KOSA’s Section 3 makes evident, their rationale appears to go as follows: if design features are the problem, requiring good design can make the harms go away.

This thinking is replicated by “Design with Kids in Mind,” a coalition of civil society and advocacy groups who are “committed to the wellbeing of children and online users across the United States.” This group argues that the United States needs a “design code” because “[b]y requiring sites to make the best interests of children a primary design consideration, we can ensure digital media works for, instead of against, children and families” [Designed With Kids in Mind]. In 2022, this coalition teamed up with other organizations to petition the FTC to conduct rulemaking that would prohibit the use of design features that harm children [Center for Digital Democracy et al. 2022]. This rationale is also
reflected in the Principles for Enhancing Competition and Tech Platform Accountability announced in September 2022 by the Biden-Harris Administration. According to the White House, one of the core principles for tech platform accountability should be to “[p]rotect our kids by putting in place even stronger privacy and online protections for them, including prioritizing safety by design standards and practices for online platforms, products, and services” [The White House 2023].

The arguments made by these stakeholders echo policymakers and advocates on the other side of the Atlantic. As early as January 2020, the United Kingdom published the Age-Appropriate Design Code, also known as the Children’s Code. The code “addresses how to design data protection safeguards into online services to ensure they are appropriate for use by, and meet the development needs of, children” [Information Commissioner’s Office 2022]. Inspired by this new model, at least thirteen kids’ safety bills have been introduced in the US between 2021-2023. Many of them require design-based interventions, ranging from enabling certain protections by default and disabling addictive product features – such as in the KIDS Act – to designing for societal outcomes – as is KOSA’s duty of care.

5 LOGICAL FLAWS MAKE FOR PROBLEMATIC POLICYMAKING

Policymakers’ rhetoric suggests that they’re anchoring their proposals in a values-in-design framework. However, the legislative approach that they have taken with KOSA’s duty of care appears to be more appropriately framed as a “technological fix” to a moral panic. Policymakers’ visions of social media platforms and their design features “as causal agents, entering societies as active forces of change that humans have little power to resist” [Baym 2015] reveals their deterministic orientation towards technology. Likewise, their faith in the platforms’ design interventions to prevent or mitigate social harms reflects a techno-solutionist belief that “social problems can be circumvented or at least reduced to less formidable proportions by the application of the Technological Fix” [Weinberg 1967].

As the history of technology repeatedly shows us, techno-deterministic and techno-solutionist approaches are unlikely to achieve their purported goals. Such efforts repeatedly stumble against the flaws and limitations of these theories of social change while triggering a range of other outcomes [Morozov 2013; Sætra 2023; Selbst et al. 2019]. However, the fact that a technological fix has been baked into a duty of care, such as the one included in KOSA’s Section 3, makes matters even worse. When Lessig first argued that “code is law,” he intended to signal how the design of software plays a regulating role in making certain outcomes more or less likely [Lessig 1999]. One mistake that policymakers have made is reinterpreting his words to embrace a techno-deterministic vision that code can act as proxy for law in dictating futures. Rather than solving the complex social issues that KOSA intends to tackle, this techno-legal solutionism—a coordinated but ineffective effort to bake technological determinism and solutionism into the law—will result in an impossible configuration. In essence, tech companies will be required by law to design their systems for social outcomes they cannot possibly control.

While proponents argue that this law would at least incentivize companies to try to design towards these goals, there is no evidence that such a framing will actually help vulnerable youth or result in better design. More likely, it will incentivize corporate performances of safety, reinforce tech companies’ technosolutionist logics, divert resources from other evidence-backed approaches, and empower politicians to challenge companies over highly politicized topics like gender affirming care, abortion, and sexuality.

5.1 A technological fix ignores the complexity of the relationship between social media platforms and youth mental health

KOSA’s duty of care provision is predicated on the assertion that social media platforms are the cause of the listed harms. Yet, one question regularly hangs in the air: what is the impact of social media use on young people’s mental health? While
the argument that social media is a central cause of harms to minors is pervasive among activists, advocates, and policymakers, researchers who have been working to understand mental health challenges among youth are far more mixed about the “media effects” claims undergirding these arguments [George et al. 2020; Vuorre and Przybylski 2023]. In short, the factors that shape mental health are multiple and complex, and many experts question how much (if any) of a role technology plays in affecting the outcomes of young people.

Many youth experts repeatedly highlight how the negative experiences that youth face are more ecological in nature. Over the years, research has shown how many of the social problems that tend to emerge online – such as cyberbullying or harassment – have deep roots in offline social dynamics [Hinduja and Patchin 2014; Jones et al. 2013; Smith and Livingstone 2017]. Multiple studies have provided evidence of how, for example, substance use or a poor bond with caregivers is associated with online victimization [Ybarra and Mitchell 2007]; children experiencing problems offline, such as physical and sexual abuse, are most at risk online [Mitchell et al. 2007]; and the characteristics of youth who report online victimization are similar to those of youth who report offline victimization [Finkelhor 2008].

While cyberbullying is a problem, bullying is also endemic in schools [Englander 2020; Hinduja and Patchin 2014] that, at least in theory, are incentivized to stop it. Children face violence at home, in church, and at school. By observing youth in situ and interviewing them about their experiences using technology, danah boyd came to the conclusion that technology is rarely the cause of teen’s issues, but it is certainly the place they turn to when they are struggling [boyd 2014]. She argues that what makes social media notable is that it makes youth mental health problems visible.

Still, the argument that social media causes mental health problems is quite persuasive. After Facebook’s internal marketing research was leaked by Frances Haugen, journalists who attempted to understand the company’s internal studies found independent research that shows no correlation between young people’s self-perception of mental health harms and clinical outcomes [George et al. 2020]. According to psychologist Candice Odgers, one of the problems with this internal study is that the methodology relies exclusively on teens’ self-reporting; her work shows that self-response tends to have little correlation with other measures of mental health struggles [Kamenetz 2021].

Among psychologists, there are divergent views about the harms of technology. Journalist Ezra Klein attempted to unpack these scholarly disagreements through a pair of interviews. Klein first interviewed Jean Twenge who is adamant that social media is to blame for negative mental health outcomes among youth [Twenge 2023a; Twenge 2017]. Klein challenged Twenge to defend her causal claims; she flagged both correlative and experimental data that left Klein unconvinced about causality [Twenge 2023b]. Klein then interviewed Lisa Damour who refuted Twenge’s claims and highlighted studies showing both positive and negative outcomes associated with social media use alongside a more ecological approach to the mental health of young people [Damour 2023].

As public pronouncements of causal harms escalated and psychologists debated conflicting studies, the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine constructed an independent panel to evaluate the state of known research. This meta-analysis provided evidence of both positive and negative outcomes correlated with social media use and rejected the strong causal claims common in public discussions [Galea et al. 2023].

5.2 Technological fixes disregard uncertain effects

Protecting young people from experiencing the negative harms listed in bills like KOSA is universally desirable. For those who defend KOSA, the question on the table is whether or not tech companies have the will to do so, not whether or they have the ability to do it. Many proponents of KOSA argue that if there’s a forceible will, companies will find a way. This approach, nevertheless, gives no consideration to the uncertain effects of technological fixes.
Technologies can indeed contain (and can be made to contain) political properties. As Langdon Winner explains, there are “instances in which the arrangement of a specific technical device or system becomes a way of settling an issue in a particular community” [Winner 1980]. In those situations, designers embed certain values into the design and operation of technologies, thereby constructing certain possibilities and constraints into the design.

However, as media studies scholar Tarleton Gillespie rightly points out, “technologies may have politics, but those politics are not easily imposed” [Gillespie 2007]. While designers and engineers can configure the future user by embedding constraints into technology products [Woolgar 1991], users have their own “decoding” [Mackay et al. 2000] to do, defining the different uses and social valence of the technology in their hands. In that sense – legal scholar Ari Waldman points out – “the technology company does not always have the last word in design” [Waldman 2019].

Even if – in compliance with KOSA – technology companies are able to design social media platforms and their features in such a way that children and youth are not exposed to certain content and are restricted from engaging in certain online activities and interactions (which is also a difficult task and carries its own First Amendment problems [N.D. Cal. 2023]), companies will never be able to precisely control how the “allowed” behaviors of content creators, advertisers, parents, adult users, and children themselves affect children’s experience online and their well-being. Put another way, social media platforms cannot design to ensure that children are included by their peers, that information about natural disasters or history does not cause anxiety, or that peer pressures don’t trigger body dysmorphia. In fact, “intervening forces” of this type complicate even more the causal relationship that KOSA’s sponsors and supporters tend to allege, and which must be usually proven in court through both cause in fact (actual cause of the victim’s injuries) and proximate cause (foreseeability of harm or intervening forces) [Berman and Bracci 2022].

When mandating social media platforms to design for positive outcomes, KOSA’s co-sponsors seem to disregard this contingency of technology [Lievrouw 2006] – the “emergent character” of the digital technologies’ consequences for social life [Baym 2015]. While companies can be compelled to not do certain things (e.g., show certain advertisements), requiring that they create systems that result in positive societal outcomes presumes they can and should have complete control over social behaviors. As a result, KOSA sets up unrealistic expectations about what design can really do for children.

5.3 A technological fix naïvely assumes that engineering can rise above politics

In a context in which LGBTQ+ and racial justice books are being banned in schools and trigger warnings are front and center in colleges, there is political power in determining what causes harm to young people (which is also necessary in order to enforce the “duty of care”). This raises significant questions about who has the power to determine what is negatively impacting young people.

The potential for abuse has triggered alarm among the LGBTQ+ community, which is perhaps the most vocal opponent of KOSA [Fight for the Future 2023]. Activists have raised alarms over KOSA, in no small part because the Republican co-sponsor of KOSA has argued that the most important issue for conservatives in 2024 is to protect minors from “the transgender” and stated that she is sponsoring KOSA to protect minors from being “indoctrinated” [Blackburn 2023]. LGBTQ+ activists are concerned that KOSA will be either used by politically motivated attorneys general to explicitly target companies over LGBTQ+ content or used by companies to justify removal of LGBTQ+ content for fear of being held liable [Philips 2023]. They have good reason to be concerned: even libraries are facing significant scrutiny for making LGBTQ+ information available [Natanson 2023].

As James E. Krier & Clayton P. Gillette aptly pointed out, “[t]he disservice of technological optimism is its implicit, unexamined claim that engineering can rise above politics” [Krier and Gillette 1985]. If KOSA is passed, uncertainty over how and what harm is caused will probably cause political blocs to define those terms however they want. In particular,
advocates who oppose KOSA worry that companies’ efforts to address these problems will quickly become politicized in harmful ways.

This is precisely what has happened in another arena of content moderation. After the 2016 US election, social media companies faced significant pressure to address media manipulation and disinformation [Marwick and Lewis 2017]. In response to the reputational threats, companies began working with a range of stakeholders and designing interventions to address the “misinformation” and “fake news” problem [Mosseri 2017]. At the same time, government agencies in both the Trump and Biden Administrations began coordinating with tech companies to address disinformation in arenas related to national security, fair elections, and public health. While disinformation experts argue over whether or not these interventions were effective, there is little doubt that they were polarizing. In response to these efforts, a network of opponents filed lawsuits against both the government and researchers. While litigation in Missouri v. Biden is ongoing, the response to the litigation by both companies and the federal government was to end their collaboration in most cases [Roth 2023].

Like the issues raised in KOSA, the issues raised in the disinformation space sit at the intersection between content and negative social outcomes. And, similarly, the desired outcomes appeared shared while obscuring the political agendas of different actors. However, there was never a shared sense of what constituted “disinformation,” creating an opening for divergent actors to redefine the term based on their own agendas. Given the impossibility of determining what constitutes “disinformation” – let alone creating the conditions to adjudicate such information – it is hard to imagine how technology companies or government agencies are going to effectively assess what information causes anxiety or depression.

5.4 A technological fix reinforces Big Tech’s technosolutionist orientation while undermining ecological approaches

Ironically, by calling on technology companies to improve their designs to prevent negative outcomes, policymakers are reinforcing the deterministic and solutionistic rhetoric that makes the technology industry toxic in the first place. The technology industry already justifies its disruptive activities as valuable for “solving” social problems, only to repeatedly produce technologies that trigger a range of unimagined positive and negative outcomes [Noble 2018; Vaidhyanathan 2012]. Facebook promised to “bring the world closer together.” Beyond “don’t be evil,” Google promised “to organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” Twitter (now X) vowed “to give everyone the power to create and share ideas and information instantly, without barriers.” These lofty ideals are visionary, but none contend with how the design of their systems have been leveraged by people for constructive and destructive uses, how usefulness is contextual, or how one person’s freedoms can become barriers for others. In short, what people do with a given technology is not determined by the design alone but by the choices that people make in leveraging these tools.

Policymakers’ embrace of this technosalvation ideology—Their “overconfident beliefs in the efficacy of technology” [Gifford 2011]—can serve as a distraction. As expressed by Evgeny Morozov when referring to the dangers of solutionism, “[I]n promising almost immediate and much cheaper results, [quick fixes] (…) can easily undermine support for more ambitious, more intellectually stimulating, but also more demanding reform projects” [Morozov 2013].

Like technology scholars who argue that technological fixes often fail because of broader ecological dynamics [Selbst et al. 2019], the field of youth studies is rife with debates about how important it is to consider the broader social context when grappling with the mental health of youth [Galea et al. 2023]. From an ecological vantage point, attention must be first and foremost given to the social problems of abuse, addiction, poverty, social inequality, etc. that sit at the root of many of the negative outcomes that legislators want to prevent or mitigate. As good as the design fixes implemented by social media platforms in response to KOSA’s duty of care can possibly be, they will always need to be complemented by
social, cultural, and institutional interventions. For example, universal access to mental health care and/or widespread implementation of social-emotional learning programs may more directly address some of the articulated harms given clear evidence of impact [Durlak et al. 2022; Lang 2013].

6 CONCLUSION

“Technopanics” over young people’s use of social media have been happening since their inception [boyd 2014; Marwick 2008]. Although literature reviews repeatedly show that the link between social media and youth mental health is complex [Galea et al. 2023], policymakers have focused on fixing technology to address mental health issues. It is all too tempting to see social media and other technologies as the cause of societal ills because they are visible there. Likewise, in a world where representatives of the technology industry are frequently marketing their wares as the solution to the world’s problems, it is appealing to demand that they design their technologies to solve societal struggles. Finally, part of what makes regulating technology “common sense” is that policymakers believe that no harm can come from these proposals.

Yet, this call to action is both naïve and rife for abuse. In the context of the mental health crisis that young people are facing, it obscures the ecological facets of the problem while also presuming that technology companies have the ability to solve complex social problems. The very act of creating a space where young people can connect with peers and information is bound to create the conditions for peer conflict, anxiety, and mental duress. The same is true of schools, libraries, churches, and any site where young people gather. And, as many LGBTQ+ activists have consistently highlighted since KOSA was first introduced [Fight for the Future 2023; Center for Democracy & Technology 2022], vulnerable youth can indeed be harmed through these laws.

Legislators are right to demand that social media companies stop using manipulative design to exploit the public’s decisional vulnerabilities and encourage data sharing [Calo 2014; Spencer 2020; Susser et al. 2019]. Just as they have done with other forms of media, policymakers can and should grapple with what kinds of advertising should be permitted [Nott 2020; Sconyers 2018]. Policymakers should consider what might constitute a “digital seatbelt” and mandate that. However, if policymakers actually want to help young people with the social struggles they face, they must take an ecological approach to an ecological problem. There is no quick fix. Holding technology companies liable for the well-being of young people is politically appealing, but it will not help vulnerable youth. Instead, this legal theory reinforces the flawed technosolutionist logics of the technology industry.
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